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1 of 1 review helpful A Poignant Story Lovingly Told By Al Bee Rachmil Bryks captures the pathos of those striving 
to survive in the Lodz Ghetto His characters reach out to the reader challenging mere stereotypes There is suffering 
portrayed with a profound understanding of human nature Classic Holocaust stories in a new compilation and trade 
paperback format One should read it in order not to forget Eleanor RooseveltFirst published in English in 1959 and 
long unavailable Rachmil Bryks s vivid stories portray Jewish life in the Lodz ghetto and at Auschwitz In a spare and 
tragicomic style they illuminate the small and large absurdities that arise at the limits of human endurance from the 
cooking of roast meat made Unique in world literature Isaac Bashevis Singer About the Author Rachmil Bryks was 
born in 1912 He survived internment in the Lodz ghetto and in Auschwitz In 1949 he came to New York where he 
lived and wrote until 
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